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　1. 0. This paper will treat expressions reporting paralinguistic behavior like gestures and
facial expressions. This behavior includes bowing, dancing, frowning, glancing, grimacing,
grinning, kissing, looking, nodding. eyebrow-raising, head-shaking, shrugging. smiling,
staring, waving, winking, etc.
　The construction in which we will be mainly interested is illustrated by ａ sentence like
Ｊｏｈｎ ｎｏｄｄｅｄ ｈｉｓａｐｐｒｏｖal. Jespersen (1954 : 234) observes that the verb in this construction
means “express by -ing.”The above sentence means Ｊｏｈｎ ｅｘt>ｒｅｓｓｅｓhiｓ ａＰＩ〉ｒｏｖal　b-ｙ　ｎｏｄｄｉｎｇ.
　John Ｒ. Ross (1970 : 266-8) suggests in ａ footnote thａt Ｊｏｈｎ ｎｏｄｄｅｄ ｈｉｓ ａｐｐｒｏｒｖaliｓ
transformationally related to Ｊｏｈｎ ｒｅｇｉｓtｅｒedhiｓ ａｐｔ＞ｒｏｖalb･ｙ ｎｏｄｄｉｎｇ. The aim of the present
study is to point out some difficulties with　this transformationnl analysis and to　propose an
alternative analysis. Further we will discuss some implications of our analysis in the light
of linguistic theory.
　1.　1.　As ａ preliminary　note we will discuss paralinguistic phenomena themselves. The
termｐａｒａｌｉｎｇｕiｓｉｉｃｐｈｅｎｏｍｅｎａ ｉｓ due to Ｄ. Abercrombie (1968). We will generally follow
his　application　ｏｆ‘paralinguistic' In his　view“paralinguistic　activities　mｕSt（ａ）Ｃｏｍ-
municate, and (b) be part of ａ conversational interactionﾌﾞ' Moreover, this element in
conversation “must be, at least potentially. be consciously controllable.”We will, however,
interpret the Cb) requirement more broadly and claim that greetings like bowing and hand-
waving qualifiy as elements in conversation since they may initiate or terminate ａ conversa-
tion.
　This interpretation　will　include‘visible' paralinguistic　elements like bodily movements
(viz･gestures and facial expressions), postures, phenomena of proxemics on the one hand。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　kand‘audible' elements of paralinguistic behavior （ｖiｚ。vocalizations) on the other. Both
visible and audible types may be cross-classified into two : “those elements which can be
ｉｎｄｅｐｅｎｄｅｎtof the verbal elements of conversation, and those which mｕｓt be ｄｅｐｅｎｄｅｎt on
them.”･　This is the general theoretical framework which D. Abercrombie proposes.
　The verbs whose syntactic behavior we will focus our attention on in this study happen
to be those　which　report　this‘independent' variety　of gesture and facial ｅｘpｒｅsSion（1）:
ｂｏｌむ，ｄａｎｃｅ, frovむ７１，ｇｌａｎｃｅ，ｇｎｍａｃｅ，ｇｒ伍，feiｓｓ，look，ｎｏｄ，ｒaiｓｅ（ｏｎｅ'ｓ ｅｙebｒｏｖｏｓ），ｓｈａｆｅｅ
（ｏｎｅ'ｓｈｅａｄ），ｓhｒｕｇ， ｓmile， ｓ£αΓら･ｖｏａ-ｕｅ（ｏｎｅ'ｓｈａｎｄ），ｔむink, etc.
　It is important to bear　in mind that　all paralinguistic activities communicate something.
Consequently, a linguistic expression reporting paralinguistic behavior refers to, explicitly
or implicitly, in one way or another what is meant by such a bodily movement.
　2. 0. Let us consider the following sentences :
　（1）Ｊｏｈｎ ｎｏｄｄｅｄhis approval.
　(2) He nodded good-bye to Biff.〔LH 30〕
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　(3) I ｎｏｄｄｅｄyes.〔IM 312〕
　(4) Masonれａｄｄｅｄhis understanding.〔sw 13〕･
　(5) He ｎｎｄｄｅｄhis assent.
　(6) Radclif nodded consent〔OVOR １５〕
　(7) Clane ｎｏｄｄｅｄ　ａcquiescence.〔BM 44〕
　(8) Bletchley ｎｏｄｄｅｄａｇｒｅｅmerit.〔NM 62〕
　This construction　consists of a　transitive　verb　with　its object･. The verb　describes a
gesture or ａ facial expression, and the object NP represents what is meant by the bodily
movement　in　question. For　convenience　we　will refer to　this　construction as gesture
construction henceforth Other verbs can be used in this construcion. For ｅχample,
　(9) He ｂｏｖｕedhis leave-taking/acquiescence.
　（10）Ｔｏｍｆｒｏｉむnedhis displeasure.〔Ross (1970 : 267)
　(11) Sheがａｎｃｅｄ challenge at him.
　(12) He ｇｒｉｍａｃｅｄdisgust.〔Ross (1970 : 267)〕
　(13) He ｇｒiれれ:edhis pleasure and amazement〔YC 345〕
　（14）Ｔｏｍｍｙ Z回加j a question. Grant nodded.〔NM 12〕
　(15) He ｓhｒｕｇｇｅｄhis resignation.〔Ross (1970 : 261）〕
　(16) Kay ｓｍｉｌｅｄher thanks〔GF 409〕
　Cl7) Michael could only ｊμire his agreement.〔jespersen (1954 : 234)〕
　（18）Ｔｏｍｍy 7むαｗｊ ａ genial farewell to his host.〔NM 131〕
　(19) She glanced coolly at the conductor, who ｖiiinkedback his permission.
　The kind of nouns which can fill the object position are determined culturally rather than
linguistically. Even in the same linguistic community the usage can vary with the speakers'
cultural backgrounds, and　changes as　culture changes historically. The following example
describes an uncivilized culture.
　(20) Savages and barbarians danｃｅ theiｒ Ｊｏｙｄ･ｒidｓｏｒｒｏｘｔ!，theiｒ loｖｅａｒidｒａｇｅ，ｅ･ｕｅｎホeiｒ
ｍａｇｉｃａｎｄ　ｒｅｌｉｇｉｏｎ,ａ）〔Jespersen(1954: 234)〕
　The task of solving the question of what verb c f bodi!y movement can take what kind of
NP object is to be assigned to an extralinguistic discipline like paralinguistics. This approach
is compatible with our interpretivist position.
　2. 1. A transformational analysis suggested by Ross (1970) will derive (l)-(20) through
a transformation from what underlie (21)-(40) respectively.'^' We will refer to this trans-
formation as Gesture Transformation.
　(21) John expressed/registered his approval by nodding.　し
　(22) He expressed/registered good-bye by nodding to Biff.
　(23) I expressed/ registered yes by nodding.
　(24) Mason expressed/registered his understanding by nodding.
　(25) He expressed/registered his assent by nodding.
　(26) Radclif expressed/registered consent by nodding.
　(27) Clane expressed/registered acquiescence by nodding.
　(28) Bletchley expressed/registered agreement by ｎｏ（!ding.
　(29) He expressed/registered his leave-taking/acquiescence by bowing.
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　(30)Ｔｏｍ expressed/registered his displeasure by frowning.
　(31) She expressed/registered challenge by glancing at him.
　(32) He expressed/registered disgust by grimacing.
　(33) He expressed/registered his pleasure and amazement by grinning.
　(34)Ｔｏｍｍｙ expressed/registered ａ question by looking.
　(35) He expressed/registered his resignation by shrugging.
　(36) Kay expressed/registered her thanks by smiling.
　(37) Michael could only express/register his agreement by staring.
　(38)Ｔｏｍｍｙ expressed/registered ａ genial farewell by waving to his host.
　(39) She glanced　cooly　at the conductor, who expressed/registered his permission by
winking back.
　(40) Savages and barbarians express/register their joy and sorrow, their love and rage,
even their magic and religion by dancing.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼
　On the other hand, an alternative approach which we will argue for generates (1)－(20)
directly in the base. Sentences (20)-(40)･will be related to (l)-C20) through the rules
of semantic interpretation respectively. We will present syntactic and semantic evidence
against the transformational analysis in favor of ａ non-transformational one. The first argument
against an analysis like Ross's (1970) is presented by Chomsky (1972:93-4). He notes
correctly thatバhe transformational analysis leads to the positing of ａ　semantically wrong
underlying　structure　like　ｈｅ　７ｎａｎｉｆｅ％ted　hiｓ　ｄｉｉｐｌｅａｉｕｒe　bｖ ｍａｎｉｆｅｓting hiｓ ａｎｎｏｙａｎｃｅ　恥
ｓhｒｕｇｇｉｎｇfor the　sentence ｈｅ　ｍａｎｉｆｅｓted　hiｓ diｓｐｌｅａｓｕｒｅ　bタ　ａｓhｒｔふｇｏｆ ａれｎｏｙａｎｃｅ.Here
ｒｅｇｉｓtｅｒ/ｅｘ加ｒｅｓｓcanbe substituted for ｍａ?をst without affecting the argument. In the same
token manifest can be Sｕb‘stituted foｒ　ｒｅｇｉｓtｅｒ/ｅｘ･ｂｒｅｓｓin the relevant arguments to be given
below.
　2 2. Let us consider the following sentences.
　(41) Miss Matty expressed/registered agreement by nodding her head.
　(42) Miss Matty expressed/registered acquiescence by bowing her head.
　(43) John expressed/registered disbelief by shaking his head.
　(44) Mason expressed/registered silent interrogation by raising his eyebrows.
　An analysis which transformationally derives a simpleχ sentence of gesture construction from
ａ tｗｏ‘sentence source predicts that the embedded sentence (i.ｅ.，帥-phrａＳｅ)aS well as the
matrix　sentence　can contain any element that ａ ･sentence usually can. Hence this analysis
further predicts that the structures underlying (41)一(44) can be transformed into well-formed
surface structures. However, all the resulting sentences are ill-formed･
　(45)(a) *Miss Matty nodded her head agreement.
　　　(b)＊MiSS Matty nodded agreement her head.
　(46)(a) *Miss Matty bowed her head acquiescence.
　　　(b) *Miss Matty bowed acquiescence her head.
　C47)(a) *John shook his head disbelief.
　　　(b)＊John shook disbelief his head
　(48)(ａ)＊ＭａＳｏｎ raised his eyebrows silent interrogation.
　　　(b) *Mason raised silent interrogation his eyebrows.
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　The (a) versions result from replacing the ｍａりrix ｖｅr!）bｙ the embedded VP, and the （b）
versions from substituting the matrix verb by the embec!（!ed ｖｅrb.（ｏ　The fact is that the
structure underlying ａ sentence like (41)-(44), with the embec!ded sentence which contains
ａ transitive verb, cannot undergo the putative Gesture Transformation
　A possible solution may appeal to some sort of ａ universal constraint blocking the trans-
formational　derivation　for　such　cases. Emonds's (1?69) Structure-Preserving Constraint
suggests　itself. The constraint　will exclude　the (a) sentences in (45)-(48), since they
involve ａ replacement of ａ category （Ｖ）bｙ a distinct category （ＶＰ）.　However, the (b)
sentences (or (b') sentences in Fn. 4) are not blocked, and should be grammatical. Therefore,
the constraint　cannot　account for　the status　of such sentences. Instead of （45）－（48）ｗｅ
get the following sentences.
　(49) Miss Matty nodded her head in agreement.
　(50) Miss Matty bowed her head 函acquiescence.
　(51) John shook his head in disbelief.
　(52) Johr! raised his eybrows 函silent interrogation.
　The fact is that we do not get sentences of the form
｡‘ＮＰ＋Ｖ十ＮＰ十NP,'
as far as verbs
of　gestures　or facial　expressions (Informally, gesture verbs) are　concerned. There　is,
however, a group of verbs which take double objects, i.e. dative verbs : (a) bり, deny.
ｅエtｅｎｄ，９£. git・ｅ，ｈａｎｄ，ｌｅｃｒｕｅ, lend,ｌｏａｎ，Ｔｎａｋｅ，ｏｒｄｅｒ，1）り，Ｐｒｏｍｉｓｅ，ｒｅａｄ, sell.ｓｅｎｄ，
ｓhoｘt。tａｋｅ, ihｒｏｉｉｉ，tell，　ｔむtｓh，　ｗｒitｅ,　ｅtＣ･, and (b)ｅｎｕｙ，foｒgiｖｅ， ｓａｖｅ，ｓtｒike，ｅtＣ.　An
(a) verb allows ａ paraphrase with a
prepositional ･phrase （Zり十NP or 砂十NP), while a （b）
verb doesn ’t. It is generally accepted that with the (a) verbs the･ structure underlying ａ
sentence with ａ prepositional phrase is generated in the･b臨ｅ and undergoes ａ transforma-
tion called Dative Movement or Dative Shift, resulting in a double object construction. If
this analysis is correct, we may say that the same holds true for the (b) verbs, except that ａ
sentence with a (b) verb must undergo the transformation.
　Now we have disallowed　the double object construction in deep structure. An interpre-
tive analysis　of　gesture　construction, which　generates (1)-t(20) and (49)-(52) in the
base, naturally accounts for the ungrammaticality of (45)-(48), since there is no base rule
wich generates　the double　object construction and　nod.boｕ），shake，Ｔａｉｓｅ ａてｔ not dative
verbs.
　There are, however, two apparent counterexamples to　the above claim that there are no
gesture verbs which take double objects :　kis∫ａｎｄ芦ave.
(53) John kissed ぬ引器≒h川
(54) John wavedぬり昌詣≒]
At least one of these two verbs allows a
(55)Johnｗａｖed{fo;詣711g}tｏＭａrｙ
se bs ows ａ paraphrase with a prepositional phrase.
　Thus one can classify ｔむave with dative verbs likeがve, deriving (54) from the structures
underlying (55). <*'
　The problem is how to get (53). Consider the following.
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(56) *John kissed {:2jb;;;ht}tｏＭａrｙ.
(57) John kissed {:器abxlht}forＭ゛ｙ‘
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　The sentences in (57) are acceptable but not synonymous with those in (53). We propose
to derive (53) from the structures underlying (56) by obligatory application of Dative Move-
ment. Notice that the verbs　in subgroup （b）of dative verbs also require the same Ob-
ligatory application, as observed earlier. Then we must complicate the semantic reading for
the lexical entry feiｓｓso that ＭαΓｙin (56) may be related to the verb in the same way as
Mary in John feｔｓｓｅｄＭａｒｙ.t６）
　Under the transformational analysis 肛ss and "(jｕａｕepr sent ａ more serious problem. This
analysis will derive (53) and (54) from the structures underlying
(58) John expressed/｢egistered j:2ｺﾞb;で;;ｈt}bｙkissing M゛｢ｙ･
(59) John expressed/｢egiStｅred{2(l詣7ng)bｙｗａｖing to Mary.
respectively.
　Let us consider 肛∬first. The movement of embedded VP feiｓｓ Ｍａりto the matrix verb
is　a　violation　of　the　structure-preserving　constraint. If we effect the movement in two
steps, raising the verb 肛ss and its object NP Ｍａｒｙ ｓｅparately, we are violating this con-
straint again, since NP Ｍａｒｙ has no NP position to move into. The reason is that there
is no base rule to generate the double object construction. If we should derive (53) from
(58), assuming the structure-preserving constraint to be wrong, we will generate ungramma-
tical sentences such as　the (a) sentences　of (45)-(48), unless we　block them somehow.
But notice that verbs　likeれod, bow,ｓｈａｆｅｅ(ｏれｅ゛ｓ ｈｅａｄ), raise (on。'ｓ・yebrows) in (45) ―
(48) form an overwhelming majority　in this class of verbs, kiss and ･ｗａｖe being the only
exceptions. Besides, this analysis offers no principled explanation for ungrammatiとality of
the (a) versions of (45)-(48). Further, the separate or joint extraction of feｔｓｓ and Ｍａｒｙ
from 6-y-phrase violates the general constraint against an extraction of elements from adverbial
phrases, to be discussed in section 2.7.
　Now the essentially same remarks apply to ｘｏａＴ;ｅ. The only difference is that ａ preposi-
tional phrase　to MaΓｙ　figures　instead of　ａ　noun　phｒａｓｅ Ｍａｒｙ.But this difference leads
to ａ further complication : the obligatory deletion of the preposition, which is unique to ｔむave.
　Related to the question of gesture construction　is　ａ compound like hoｕｓｅ-ｋｅｅｐｉｎｇ.　　This
type of compound consists of an object noun in singular as the first element and ａ transitive
verb　with -z‘72g as　the　second. Lees (1966 :　152 ― 3) observes that this type of‘Action
Nominal' with 一泌g is highly productive, giving the following examples:(7)
　(60)ａtｏｍ smashing　　　　engine tuning　　　　mudslinging
　　　　　　bookbinding　　　　　　fortune hunting　　　news broadcasting
　　　　　　bull fighting　　　　　　goldmining　　　　　　penny pinching
　　　　　　cattle grazing　　　　　horse racing　　　　　sightseeing
　　　　　　child rearing　　　　　housecleaning　　　　Ｅだ.
　Ａ verb reporting a bodily movement forms this kind of compound, too : bｒｏｉむｔむｒ抗紅涙ｇ，
ｅｙｅ ｎａｒｒｏｉｉｉｉｎｇ，ｅｙehｒｏｔａ-ｒａｉｌｉｎｇ. ｈｅａｄ ｄｒｏ心ｔｉｎｇ. ｈｅａｄ ｎｏｄｄｉｎｅ. ｈｅａｄ一ｓhaking. tｏｎｇｕｅ-ｔｏａｇｇｉｎｇ,
ゝ
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etc.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　≒
Recall the fact that a gesture verb with its object (ｅ.ｇ.　ｎｏｄｏｎｅ’ｓｈｅａｄ，ｓｈａｆｅｅｏｎｅ’ｓ
＆αのcannot take another object to indicate the intended ‘meaning' of the bodily movement
in question, as illustrated in (45)－(48).Ｔｈｅ only recourse is to ａ prepositional phrase as
ｉｎ(49)－(52).Ｎｏｗ observe the following :
　(61) GEORGE: He was ａ healthy child.
　MARTHA : And l had wanted a child . . . oh, I had wanted a child.
　GEORGE〔ｂｒｏｄｄｉｎｇ ｈｅｒ〕:Ａ son ？ Ａ daughter ？
　ＭＡＲＴＨＡ: A child ！ 〔Ｑｕietｅｒ〕A child. And l 皿ｄ my child.
　GEORGE： Our child.
　ＭＡＲＴＨＡ〔■ｗiｔh gｒｅａtｓａｄｎｅｓｓ〕:Our child. And we raised him . . .
　　　〔Ｌａｕｇｈｓ，bｒｉｅｆｌ･ｙ，biｔｔｅｒlｙ.〕Yes,we did;　we raiseil him . . .
　ＧＥＯＲＧＥ: With teddy bears and an antique bassinet from
　Austria . . . and ７１０ｎｕｒsｅ.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　’　・
　ＭＡＲＴＨＡ:. . . with teddy bears and transparent floating goldfish, and a pale blue bed
with cane at the headboard when he was older, cane which he wore through . ハfinally. . .
with his little hands ... in his ... sleep .
‥ !１
　GEORGE:. . . nightmares .　　　　　　　　..
　ＭＡＲＴＨＡ:. . . sleeか. . . He was ａ restless child ‥
　GEORGE:‥.〔Ｓｏｆｔ　chｕｃｋｌｅ，ｈｅａｄ一ｓhafeiれｇ ｏｆｄｉｓbelief,〕.‥
，０ｈ Lord ‥‥〔WAVN
127-8〕
　Forms like ａ ｈｅａｄ一ｓｈａｋｉｎｇｏｆｄｉｓｂｅｌｉｅｆａｔｅａｃｃｅｐtable(8j to at least some speakers of English,
although this pattern seems to be severely restricted. Another example iｓａ ｈｅａｄ-ｎｏｄｄｉｎｇｏｆ
ａｇｒｅｅｍｅれt.This type of expression consists of one compound derived nominal (ｅ.ｇ.　ｈｅａｄ一
ｓhafeing) and its object NP (ｅ｡ｇ. disbelief)，丿being inserted by ａ late rule. Thus it cor-
responds to its noneχistent　sentential　version ＊(ｓｏｍｅｏｎｅ)　ｈｅａｄ一ｓhafeeｓdiｓbelief･，Ｔｈｅ verb
ｈｅａｄ-sｈａｌｉｅhappens to be nonexistent. If it existed as ａ transitive verb, the above sentence
would be grammatical. ０ｎ the other hand even those speakers who accept ａ ｈｅａｄ-ｓｈａｋｉｎｇ
ｏｆｄｉｓbeliefreject ａ ｓhaking/ｓｈａｆｅｅｏｆ　tｈｅｈｅａｄｏｆｄｉｓbelief，the ‘nominalization' of ＊(∫omｅｏｎｅ)
ｓhakes hiｓ ｈｅａｄｄｉｓbelief',despite the fact that shake as ａ transitive verb does exist. This
shows that both ａ non-dative verb　like　shake and its derived nominal shaki‘ng cannot take
more than one object and that it is the ｅχistence of ａ double object which causes the un-
grammatical! ty of (45)-(48). This　fact　is　explained by the lexicalist　hypothesis, since
there is no base rule generating the double objとct construction.
　As ａ piece of corroborating evidence for the above claim, the‘nominalization' of (49)-
(52) are grammatical, since they contain one object each　　　　・
　(62) a nod(ding) of her head in agreement
　(63) a shake/shaking of the head in disbelief
　Of course, the 'nominalizations' of grammatical･sentences of gesture construction like (1)一
(20) are grammatical as　ａ rule, as observed by Ross (1970).(9)Ｔｈｅ reason is that they,
too, contain ａ single object NP each. Observe the following forms :
　(64) a simple nod of thanks; a brief 77?･ｏしagreement; nods of satisfaction
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　(65) your closed-eye ｓｍｉｌｅandｈｏ-ｗof recognition
　(66) a little froivn of disappointment; ａ fro-wn 0f tender solicitude
　(67)・ａ ｇｒｉｍａｃｅｏ! disgust
　(68) a little ｇｒｉｎof triumph
　(69)･　a Zoofeof withering contempt
　(70) a ｓhｒｕｇof impatience
　(71) a long 5ZαΓe of feigned incredulity
　For generation of forms like (64)-(71) as well as α＆?一ｓｈａｋｉｎｇｏｆｄｉｓbeliefｓｅｅFootnote
13.
　The main argument presented in this section against ａ transformational analysis for gesture
construction is based upon the assumption, shared by Jespersen and Ross, that what follows
the gesture verb is NP. Now　we　need　to　establish that it is indeedd NP. Observe the
following:
. (72)(a) What he nodded was his consent.
　　　　(b) What Mr. Bob Sawyer nodded was his assent to the proposition.
　　　　(c) What Nick nodded was condescending forgiveness.
　　　　(d)Ｗｈａt he smiled was assent.
　(73)(a) It was his consent that he nodded.
　　　　(b)lt was his assent to the proposition that Mr. Bob Sawyer nodded.
　　　　(Ｃ)lt was condescending forgiveness that Nick nodded.
　　　　(d)lt was assent that he smiled.
　(74)(ａ)？Consent was nodded by him
　　　　(b)？Assent to the proposition was nodded by Mr. Bob Sawyer.
　　　　(Ｃ)？Condescending forgiveness was nodded by Nick.
　　　　(d)？Assent was smiled by him.
　The combined effect of the Pseudo-cleft Test and the Cleft Test shows that the post-verbal
element in ａ sentence like Ｈｅ ｎｏｄｄｅｄｈｉｓｃｏｎsｅｎtＩＳ NP. The Passive Test, however, does
not present any conclusive evidence for our assumption. Notice that the questionable status
of the passive sentences in (74) does not prove that the element is not NP. Witness so-called
middle verbs (cf. Lees (1963)), which do not passiv■＼ｘｅ"ha"ｏｅ，ｒｅｓｅｍｂｌｅ，ｃｏｓt，■ｗeigh，ｅｔｃ.
At least some of these verbs (ｅ.ｇ. ha。ｅ，ｒｅｓｅｍｂｌｅ)seem to take NP.　　　　　　　　　ダ
　2. 3. As noted　in　the last section, the transformational analysis predicts that the em-
bedded好一clause　can contain　any element that ａ sentence usually does.　Neg is such an
element. Now obseve the following sentences:
　(75)(a) My boss expressed his disapproval by not nodding.
　　　　(b)Ｍｙ boss didji't nod his disapproval.
　The transformational analysis predicts that (75)(a) is transformationally related to (75)(b)
despite　their　lack of synonymity. In order　to block　such ａ derivation this analysis will
need an αj一八θｃrestriction on the transformation in question. saying that if &v-clause contains
720t, the transformation fails to apply. ０ｎ the other hand√an interpretive approach will be
able to exclude ａ sentence like (75) (b･) having the interpretation of (75) (a) in ａ natural
way.
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　2. 4. As noted in section 2.2., the !ransformational analysis predicts that the two sen-
tences in ａ purported source sentence may contain any element that ａ sentence usually can.
An adverb is another such element. Now consider the following:
　(76) (a) He expressed/registered his approval ｈｅａｒtilｙby nodding ｖｉｇｏｒｏｕｄｙ.
　　　　(b)？＊He nodded his approvａ＼ｈｅａｒtiりｖｉｇＯＴｏｕilｙ,
　(77) (a) He expressed/registered approval ｖａｅｕelｙby smiling faintトｙ.
　　　　(b)？＊Ｈｅ smiled approvalｖａｇｕｅりｆａｉｎtlｙ.
　C78)(a) He expressed/registered his agreementでａｇｕelｙby smiling紅涙心．
　　　　(b)？＊He smiled his agreement va即心faintlｙ.
　(79)(a) He expressed/registered his resignationｓａｄｌｙby‘shrugging abｓｅｎt-miれｄｅｄり，
　　　　(b)？＊He shrugged his resignation ｓａｄりabｓｅｎt-ｍｉｎｄｌｙ，
　(80)(a) He expressed/registered thanks ｃｌｅｖｅｒlｙby bowing ｇｒａｄｏｕｄｙ.
　　　　(b)？＊Ｈｅ bowed thanks ｃｌｅｖｅｒりｇｒａｃｉｏｕｓり．　，
　Under the transformational analysis　the (b) sentences above derive from the structures
underlying the corresponding (a) sentences. Now the (b) sentences are at best marginal,
while the (a) sentences are grammatical. In general, it is often the case that ａ‘resulting･
sentence like (76)(b) cannot contain the same pair 6f adverbs as itS‘source' sentence like
C76)(a). Furthermore, notice that while the modification of each of the two adverbs in an
(a) sentence above is clear, the adverbial mod雨cation in ａ (b) sentence is not clear at all.
For example, in (76)(ａ)ｈｅａｒtilｙandｖｉｇｏｒｏｕｓlｙmodify their respective VP. ０ｎ the other
hand, it is not clear what constituent heartily ｏｒ　ｖｉｇｏｒｏｕｓlｙmodifies in (76)(b), or at least
they do･ not modify the same constituents as their counterparts do in (76)(a).
　In the same vein the following sentences alse provide counter-evidence to the transforma-
tional analysis.
　(81)(ａ)Ｕｓｕallｙ　３ohn expresses/registers his thanks by ｆＴｅｑｕｅｎｉりbowing.
　　　　(b) *Usu?lｙ John　ｆｒｅｑｕｅｎtlｙbowshi thanks.
　(82)(ａ)Ｕｓｕalり John expresses/registers his acknowledgments of applause by ｆｒｅｑｕｅｎtlｙ
bowing.
　　　　(b)＊Ｕｓｕallｙ Johnfｒｅｑｕｅｎtりbows his acknowledgments of applause.
　The difference in grammaticality in the (a) and (b) sentences above confirms our initial
suspicion that the adverbial modification works differently in these two types of sentences. The
(b) versions in (81)－(82)ａrｅ ungrammatical because of semantic incompatibility of two
adverbs ｕｓｕallｙand ｆｒｅｑｕｅｎtり,which shows that these adverbs modify the same constituent.
In the (a) versions they modify different constituents. viz., their respective VP, as pointed
out above. This constraint of semantic compatibility is noted by Jackendoff (1972:　87):
“there cannot be two sentence adverbs of the same semantic class, just as there cannot be
two color or size adjectives modifying ａ noun."　Our lexicalist analysis, which posits one-
sentence underlying structures for sentences like the Cb) forms in (76)-(82), explains these
facts about adverbs in a principled way.
　2. 5. In this section some syntactic and semantic evidence will be presented to show that
ａ transformational solution to　the gesture construむtior! is misguided. In English there is a
group　of verbs　which　take cognate objects. These verbs are otherwise intransitive verbs
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like l函ｇ or act as transitive verbs like eat. A verb of this kind is said to take ａ cognate
object when the object position is occupied by an NP whose head noun is morphologically
and/or semantically related to the verb in question. Consider the following:
　(83)(a) She lived a virtuouＳ　life.
　　　　（b）Ｈｅ glanced at them, white-faced, stills?石垣2g his horrible forced ｓmileof terror.
　Some of these verbs are gesture verbs also (e.ａ.　smile). Let us consider what happens
when ａ verb like　ｓmiie tａkes ａ cognate　object which is the　'nominalization゛ of ａ sentence
of gesture construction. For example,･
　(84)Ca) She smiled a/her smile of conciliation.
　　　　（b）Ｈｅ nodded a/his nod of approval.
　　　　（ｃ）Ｈｅgrinned a/his grin of triumph.
　　　　（d）She bowed a/her bow of thanks. "">
　Under the transformational analysis*'^' the plausible immediate source for (84) (a) is
　(85) She s°iled 〔ＮＰ〔S she smile conciliation〕〕
　and its ultimate source is
　(86) She smiled〔ＮＰ〔S she express/「egister conciliation by smiling」〕
　However, the non-nominalized versions (87) and (88) are out.
　(87) *She smiled (that) she smiled conciliation.
　(88) *She smiled (that) she expressed/registered conciliation by smiling.
　Moreover, (87) and (88) are semantically ill-formed and inappropriate as the source for
C84)(a). In order to generate ａ form like (84) (a) we ｍｕst postulate ａ semantically wrong
structure like (86) as its source and in addition we ■ｍｕｓiapply the two relevant transforma-
tions･ ｖiｚ。Gesture Transformation and Nominalization Transformation.
　Likewise, the same remarks apply to (84)(b). Consider:
　（89）He nodded 〔NP Cs he nod approval〕〕
　（90）He nodded 〔ＮＰ〔S he express/「egister approval by nodding」〕
　（91）＊Ｈｅ nodded (that) he nodded approval.
　(92) *He nodded (that) he expressed/registered approval by nodding.
　But the following sentence with its sentential object is well-formed.
　(93) Mr. Newman nodded that he understood.〔F0 41〕
　Thus we may conclude that the ungrammaticality of (91) and (92) is due to the semantic
anomaly of the underlying structure.
　2. 6. The following sentences are direct counterexamples to the claim that Gesture Trans-
formation exists in English.
　(94)(a) He nodded agreement by moving his head up and down rapidly.
　　　　（b）＊Ｈｅ expressed/registered agreement by nodding by moving his head up and down
　　　　　　　rapidly.
　(95) (a) He usually stares contempt by giving her a slightly unfocused look that does not
　　　　　　　really see her.
　　　　（b）＊Ｈｅ usually ｅχpresses/registers contempt by staring by giving her a slightly un-
　　　　　　　focused look that does not really see her.
　(96)(a) He shrugged resignation not only by raising his shoulders but also by tightening
ろ0
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　　　　　　　　his lips.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　フ
　　　　(b)＊Ｈｅ　expressed/registered　resignatior!　y)ｙ　shrugging　not only　by　raising　his
　　　　　　　　shoulders but also by tightening his lips.
　　The transformational analysis predicts that the (a) sentences in (94)-(96) derive from the
structures underlying　the corresponding (b) sentences, which are ill-formed. The double
･6v-phrase causes ungrammaticality. Thus under the analysis the transformation is obligatory
in such　sentences　as　the　above. This　is an αｊ一hoccondition ,０ｎthe rule. There is no
possibility of giving ａ principled　explanation　for　this condition, it seems. However, our
analysis can explain the fact :　there is no base rule that generates such ａ double ^･y-phrase.
There seems to be no semantic anomaly in sentences like the above (b) sentences. Thus
anomaly must lie in the syntax. Our analysis gives a Syｎはctic account　of　this anomaly.
　2. 7. There is another argument against ａ transformational analysis. Michael Lorenz
Geis notes that　it　is impossible to extract an element from ａ ■ｗｈｅｎ-clause,a ｉｖhile-clause,
a befoΓe-clause, anａｆtｅｒ-clause,an unti‘/-clause,a since-clause. or an z'f-clause.Consider, for
example, the following sentences taken from Geis (1970:76, 89, 90).
　　(97)(ａ)Ｍａrｙ began to cry when Harry kissed Leiita.
　　　　(b)＊WhiCh hussy did Mary begin to cry when Harry kissed ？
　　　　(Ｃ)＊The hussy who Mary began to cry when ‘ Harry kissed is named Lelita.
　　(98)(a) John stayed in bed while Mary washed the dishes.
　　　　(b) *What did･ John stay in bed while Mary washed ？
　　　　(Ｃ)＊The dishes which John stayed in bed while Mary washed were plastic.
　Grosu (1972: 13-19) notes this constraint and shows that it is more widely applicable.
　Chomsky (1971: 34) observes that　the same restriction ｈｏ!ds for gerunds introduced by ａ
　‘preposition'or ａ‘subordinate conjunction≒　giving the following examples.
　　(99)(a) John made ａ fortune by cheating his friends.・
　　　　(b)＊Ｗｈｏ did John make ａ fortune by cheating ？ ・
　(100)(ａ)Ｊｏｈｎ made ａ fortune while living in England.
　　　　(b) *Where did John make ａ fortune while !iving ?(12)
　　　　　　　　Now observe the following sentences
　(101)(a) It is difficult to pass the test for ａ tourist guide by merely mastering English.
　　　　(b)Ｔｈｅ test for ａ tourist guide is difficult to pass by merely mastering English.
　　　　(c) *English is difficult to pass the test for ａ tourist guide by merely mastering.
　　The sentence in (101) show that Tough Movement cannot extract an NP from ａ 6y-gerund.
The same restriction applies to Topicalization, Relativization, etc Observe the following:
　(102)(a) *English, it is difficult to pass the test for ａ tourist guide by merely mastering.
　　　　(b)＊Ｔｈｅ language which it is difficult to pass the test for ａ tourist guide by merely
　　　　　　　　mastering is English.
　　Indeed, there are some cases where it is possible to extract elements lrom such introduced
gerunds. Consider the following, where the under!ines are mine.
　C103)(a) Scottow certainly　seemed　to be, in ａ ･terminology ｕﾉ観法Geoffrey would have
　　　　　　　　been quick to taunt her zむｉｉｈａｄｏｐtｉｎｇ，　oneof.‘the gentry'.〔UN 11〕
　　　　(b) ... and appalled by the extremely garrulous coloured prints upon the wall which
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she hoped that no one would object tｏｈｅｒｅｍｏで伍ｇ.〔UN 18〕
　　　　(c) Harmless　indeed, he　reflected, was　ｕﾉ辰Z they, whoever　exactly they were,
　　　　　　　had put him down αs＆函g from the start.〔UN 73〕
　But these cases are different from those in (99)-(102). The former involve idiomatic
collocation :　iaｕｎt‥.ｔむf法‥・ｏｂｉｅｃttｏ‥・，1）･ｕtｄｏｖｕｎ‥.む‥・while the latter do ｎｏt･
Those 6y-gerunds and ･ｕyhile-gerunds　in (99)-(102) are sentence adverbials unlike ivith-
gerunds,tｏ-gerunds, and ａ∫-gerunds in (103).
　The proper generalization seems to be that it is not possible to extract an element from ａ
sentence　adverbial　clause　introduced　by　ａ‘preposition' or　ａ‘subordinate conjunction'.
Ａ transformational analysis of the gesture construction extracts ａ verb from such ａ senter!ce
adverbial, viz. 6v-gerund, violating the above restriction.
　This line of analysis assumes that there らａ rule which extracts a verb from its sentence.
One such rule, Predicate Raising, was first proposed　by McCawley (1968) and has been
somewhat revised since. Essentially the rule adjoins a predicate to the next higher predicate.
Suppose that Predicate　Raising　does exist　for　the moment. Can this rule extract ａ verb
from such ａ 6-y-phrase　in ａ natural way ？　There is one existing analysis which avoids the
extraction restriction by treating &ｙ as a predicate and might be adopted for our　gesture
construction. Green (1972: 96 ―97) proposes to derive ａ surface structure like Ｈｅｈａｍｍｅｒed
it Hat from ａ structure like （104）:
(104)
cＡぶT
⊇奔乱
　　He assumes the existence of Subject Raising, Equi-NP-Deletion and Subject Formation as
well as Predicate Raising. Rules apply in ａ cyclic random-sequential fashion.
　　Following　Green, we might posit　the following　underlying structure for　ａ sentence like
Ｊｏｈｎｏｄｄｅｄapproり'al.
　(105)
　／
CAUSE　Ｊ
　／
EXPRESSED
（２£ＥＸ工ＳＴ）
approval
訃ヽｓ
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　　But this structure inevitably surfaces as　an incorrect　one with an unnecessary predicate
EXPRESSED (or EXIST) unless we posit an α恥加じrule to delete it. Recall that Green's
sentence is of a different construction　with　an　additional　constituent (i.e. Adi):　ＮＰ十Ｖ
十ＮＰ十Adj.
　　The transformational analysis　for　gesture　construction is a ･kind of a predicate　raising
analysis. Now a predicate raising analysis, which collapses a pair of an embedding sen-
fence and an embedded sentence into a single sentence√is bound t0 1･have problems arising
from reduction of the number of sentences. For ｅχample, each sentence of ａ two-sentence
source　may　have　an　adverb, but　the　surface･ simplex sentence resulting from predicate
raising may not be able to accomodate the pair of adverbs coming from the source, as we
have seen in section 2.4. This sort of difficulty is common to ａ raising analysis in general.
Ａ typical predicate raising analysis derives a predicate !ike persuade from CAUSE-COME
ABOUT-INTEND.
　For example, (106) will be transformationally related to (107). (108), the common source
of (106) and (107) is well-formed, while　the derived structure (109), representing (107),
after application of predicate raising is not:
　（106）ｘ foolishly caused Y to come to cleverly inted to hit Z’.
　（107）＊ｘ foolishly cleverly persuaded Ｙ to hit Ｚ. づ
　（108）
ト
CAUSE
(109)
）
l。jてｓ几
??
INTEND VぱＸ
hIt y　１
HIT
??
･Adv
　S
POOL工SH工あＴ
｡」，
Ｖ
Ｔ
FOOL工SHLY
Ｙ
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　　The form (107) is ungrammatical because of ａ semantic clash of foolishly and ｄｅ･ｖｅｒlｙ.
　　2. 8. As is stressed by some linguists, arguments based on similarity of selectional res-
trictions　alone　are　not strong　enough　to　justify ａ transformation. The postulation of ａ
transformation　requires　independent　syntactic　evidence. A transformational analysis for
gesture construction is based on parallel　selectional restrictions only and thus it is weak in
the absence of independent　syntactic evidence. As ａ matter of fact, syntactic evidence,
as　we　have　seen　so　far, argues　against　ａ transformational analysis with a two-sentence
source for gesture construction.
　　If similar selectional restrictions　alone justify ａ transformation in general, it is possible
to propose many other analyses based on paraphrases besides Ross's. As mentioned earlier,
ａ verb which linguistically reports paralinguistic behavior necessarily refers to the intended
significance of the behavior explicitly or implicitly. English offers many ways of such ex-
plicit mention. Hence many paraphrases of gesture construction.　These paraphrases fall
into two groups:　the first is that of simplex paraphrases and the second that of two-sntence
paraphrases. Jespersen and Ross make use of one of the paraphrases of the latter group.
　　The first group includes at least the following:
　（110）（ａ）Adｖｅrｂ
　　　　　　　　He nodded (his head)ai＞-t＞ｒｏｖinがｙ I　ｋｎｏｖｕinglｙI ａｆｆｉｒｍａtiｖelｙI ｅｎｃｏｕｒａｇｉｎｇＬｙjｕｎｄｅｒ-
　　　　　　　　ｓtａｎｄｉｎｄ-ｙ.
　　　　　　　　cf. He nodded approval/intelligence/an affirmative/encouragement/understand-
　　　　　　　　ing.
　　　　(b) Prepositional Phrases
　　　　　(i) I‘;z-phrase
　　　　　　　　　He nodded (his head) i･７ｌａｔ-ｂｒｏｖalI ａ　ｇｒｅｅｍｅｎt/ａｃｋｎｏｖｕｌｅｄｅｅｍｅｎt/ａｓｓｅｎt.
　　　　　(ii) by Ｗａ？ of-phrase
　　　　　　　　　Ken nodded (his head) by ｘｕａ-ｙ・ｏｆ ａｇｒｅｅｍｅｎt/ａｔｐｒｏｆｏ?/ｃｏｎｓｅｎt/ａｓｓｅｎt.
　　　　　　　　　Ken　bowed　(his　head)　㈲　■ｗａｙ　ｏｆ　ｒｅｓｐｅｃt/ｏｂｅｄｉｅｎｃｅ/ ｇｒｅｅ£ｉｎｇｓ/ａｃｃｅｉ＞ｌａｎｃｅ/
　　　　　　　　　acquie∫cence･
　　　　　(iii)in tｏｋｅｎｏｆ-phrase
　　　　　　　　　Ken nodded (his head) in ｉｏｈｅｎｏｆ ａｇｒｅｅｍｅｎ£/ａｐ１＞ｒｉｙｕal Iｃｏｎｓｅｎt/ａｓｓｅｎt.
　　　　　　　　　Ken bowed (his head) in tｏｋｅｎ ｏｆｒｅｓｐｅｃtIｏｂｅｄｉｅｎｃｅI ｇｉ‘ｅｅtinｇｓ/ａｃｃｅｐtａｎｃｅ/ａｃｑｕｉｅｉ-
　　　　　　　　　cence.
　　Among others, the following paraphrases belong to the second　group　in addition to the
Jespersen-Ross paraphrase.
　(lll)(a) (in ｏｒｄｅｒ" 1り-clause
　　　　　　　　He nodded tＯりｓｔｒｅｓｓχaffiｒｍａtｉｏｎ I ａやｐＴｃｒｕａｌｊｃｏｎｉｅｎｉｊａ％％ｅｎt.
(b) Coordinate Construction with ・xpress/Γεが%ler
　　He nodded ａｎｄｉｅ:;;２こいａｆｆｉｒｍａｔｉｏｎ/ｃｏｎｓｅｎｔ/ａｓｓｅｎｔ
(c) Participial Construction ｗiｔｈｅｘｐｒｅｓｓ/ｒｅｇｉｉtｅｒ
He nodded, le昌ｺﾞ次}αかroval/consent/ assent
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　Ａ sentence in (lll)(b) and ａ sentence in (lll)(c) may derive from the same underlying
structure.
　The point is that it is difficult to choose one of these possible paraphrases over the others
as the source of ａ sentence of gesture construction in ａ motivated way only on the basis of
selectional restrictions, since they　more or less share them. Now we will consider these
paraphrases in detail. The difficulty with the paraphrase in (110)(a) is that an adverb in
general cannot get converted into ａ noun, when the gesture verb already takes an object.
　The similar comment applies to the analyses which take the paraphrases in (110)(b)(i)－
(iii) as basic. The deletion of in for (110)(b)(i), of by -way of for (110)(b)(ii), and of
i71 tｏｋｅｎｏｆ for (110)(b)(iii), depends on the ab･sence of ａ!1 object of a gesture verb except
for　feisｓ. Again　this　restriction　on deletion　is　ａ mere accident under ａ transformational
analysis. Witness the following:　　　　　　　　，
　(112) The old man nodded ｈｉｓｔむiｓｅａｎｄ tiｒｅｄｏｌｄｈｅａｄin/*φweary agreement.〔YC 229〕
　Under these transformational analyses the main verb rT!ust be a gesture verb:
(113)lsα?that{bちｗａｙ of) precaution.
　Moreover, the deletion of the preposition in' (110)(b)(i) is sensitive to its object NP
It is not the case that any NP will d0. Observe the following, for example:
(114) He nodded Jini the direction of Mrs. Jack.
(115) They　all nodded Jin) an impressed manner
(116) He nodded to me {ね) the street.　　　.
(117) She nodded deliberately to herself り｝ a movement of strong affirmation
　Lest one should think that the intervention of ａ pp like lo ，7z。orto herself blocks deletion
of in, we will consider the following:
(118)(a)??
(119)(ａ)
??
He waved to me in farewell｡
He waved me farewell
He waved farewell to me.
She nodded to him z‘,zapproval｡
*She nodded him approval.
She nodded approval to him.
　Thus the putative preposition deletion transformatio!l must take into account the semantics
of prepositional object ＮＰ: an undesirable complication.
　Furthermore, the deletion of 加as well as みyｔむａｙがand in tｏｋｅｎｏｆis obligatory in the
following example, where ，zOj takes ａ sentential object.
(120) He nodded （IEEこ;ゑ（ご?）|）th8the”lderstｏｏd
　Compare (120) with (121), where in stays, and with (!22), where ｗりremains
(121) These laws did more harm than good z゛力thathey made progress impossible.
(122) That is the ■way that he does it.
　As far as these deletion phenomena are concerned these transformational analyses are in-
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ferior to the Ross analysis, since they have these additional difficulties with deletion as well
as their common problem with the double object construction. On･the other hand, the former
are naturally free from the problem of semantically incompatible adverbs Ross's analysis suffers
from.
　An analysis based upon such ａ paraphrase relation as (lll)(a), (b) or (c) posits a
two-sentence source for　the gesture　construction and, therefore, shares the same problems
as hiS: the problem with the double object construction and the one with adverbs, etc.
Thus, the　structures　underlying (123) (a)―(c) surface　as　an　ungrammatical　sentence
(124).
　(123)(a) John nodded hiｓｈｅａｄ(ｉｎorder) to express his approval.
　　　(b)John nodded hiｓｈｅａｄand expressed his approval.
　　　(c) John nodded his ｈｅａｄ，expressing his approval.
　(124)＊John nodded hiｓｈｅａｄhis approval
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　F7　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1Likewise (126)(a) or (b), a counterpart of (125)(a)-(c), is at best less than grammatical.
　(125)(a) He nodded ｖｉｇｏｒｏｕｓlｙ(ｉｎorder) to express his approval ｈｅａｒtilｙ，
　　　(b)Ｈｅ nodded ｖｉｇｏｒｏｕｓlｙａｎｄ expressed his approva□heartily.
　　　(c) He noddedｗｇｏｒｏｕｓl"y, expressing his approvａ＼　ｈｅａｒt!り．
　(126)(a) *He nodded ロ･ｇｏｒｏｕilｙ･hisapproval 九忽rtily.
　　　(b)？＊He nodded his approval ｈｅａｒtilｙ　ｖｉｇｏｒｏｕｓlｙ.
　Further all the transformational　analyses based ｏｎ･ the paraphrase relations in (110) and
(Ill) share with the Jespersen-Ross type of analysis the problem with the cognate object
construction discussed in section 2.5･， but they are naturally free from the double 6-y-phrase
problem discussed in section 2.6.　　　　　　　　　　｀
　In the light of the above difficulties with transformational analyses one should seek ａ non-
transformational　solution. Our　lexical　analysis accounts for　shared selectional restrictions
through　rules　of semantic interpretation. This approach presupposes the positing of such
nodes as insure generation of adverbs and prepositional phrases as well as compleχ sentences.
Fo ｒ such nodes see Jackendoff (1972: 47-107). Our approach, then, generates forms like
ｎｏｄａ-ｂｉ＞ｒｏｖａｌ　ａ-ｂｐｒｏり伍gl･ｙ　＼ｎ　syntaχand then mark them as semantically redundant‘ and
anomalous.
　2 9 Now we will present an alternative analysis. Our analysis is leχical-interpretive in
in the sense that gesture-construction sentences are generated　directly　in the base through
leχical redundancy rules and that they are to be related to their two-sentence paraphrases by
semantic interpretive rules.
　3. 0. We assume that the lexicon is an independent component on ａ par with syntactic
component, phonological component. and semantic component. But whether the leχicon is
subsumed under syntactic･ component does not affect our argument.
　Ｗｅ･ claim that as far as gesture expressions are concerned, all the leχicon contributes to
its interpretation is such information as is required for specifying which gesture expression
describes which facial expression or gesture. The question ｏｆ　ｗhat ａ particular facial ex-
pression or gesture‘means' in ａ particular culture. e.g. a　teen-age culture, is not to be
dealt･ with　in linguistics　proper　but　rather　in･ what may　be ゛ｃａ!ledparalinguistics.　The
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organization　of　paralinguistics　is　poorly　understood. It　should contain ａ mechanism of
matching　a particular　facial ｅχpression　or　gesture accompanying　speech　to　its　intended
'sense(s)' among others Paralinguistics is part of a larger field called body language, it
seems, and it is needed independently of explication of gesture expressions. Here we will
deal with the leχicon only.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‘
　Let us consider some sample ｌｅχicalentries and ａ redundancy rule associated with them.
　（127）（ａ）ｎｏｄ…syntactic　features:〔十Ｖ〕，〔+ cｏｎｅ゛Ｓｈｅａｄ）〕,...semantic features:
　　　　　　　　(Informally, a set of semantic features which specify the particular gesture in
　　　　　　　　question)
　　　　　　　　〔Paralinguistic: Gesture （1）〕.
　　　　（b）ｓmile... syntactic features: 〔十Ｖ〕，〔十_〕，‥.
　　　　　　　　semantic features: （‥.）
　　　　　　　　〔Paralinguistic:　Gesture (2)〕.
　(128) Redundancy Rule (l)as)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.
　〔十Ｖ〕，〔十_〕;　〔Paralinguistic: Gesture (n)〕－〔十一ＮＰ〕;〔EXPRESS〕Ｘ〔NP,
S〕
Ｘ〔NP, VP〕；（I?０「゜ally, some Se・lantic feature which indicates the stylistic characteristic
of the gesture construction in question), where n > 1
　The above ｌｅχical　entries　show　that　a　gesture　verb like nod refers to ａ paralinguistic
behavior of　the　gesture type. The paralinguistic　behaviors of the non-gesture type　are
vocalizations. They are to be subdivided into tｗｏ:(1) dependent ones, which cannot exist
without　accompanying　speech, e.g. whisper, breathiness, huskiness, creak, falsetto.
resonance, shout, etc. ; (2) independent ones, which ‘can ｅχistindependently of speech.
e.g. laugh, giggle, sob, cry, etc. Here we are following Crystal and　Quirk (1964: 37－
43) with some modification. The fact　that　the　gesture of　nodding　expresses a positive
feeling or attitude like agreement in ａ particular culture is to ｂｅ’accounted for in paralin-
guistics.
　The semantico-syntactic redundancy rule (0 says in effect that an intransitive verb which
refers to ａ gesture can be used as ａ transitive verb with the meaning that the subject NP
expresses what is meant or described by the object NP. The judgement of acceptability on
ａ sentence of gesture construction is based　upon　the matching of　the paralinguistic inter-
pretation of the gesture in question to what is described　by the object NP. Thus a mis-
match in (129) leads to an unacceptability judgement.　　　　　　　　’･
　(129) *John nodded his disgust.
　We have left out the case of vocalization from our discussion. This subject merits in-
vestigation. We believe our approach here can be exteれded to cover vocalization
　3. 2. Here we will take up the question of explaining the fact that sentences like (45)一
(48) are unacceptable. Take (48) (a) for example.
　(48)(a) *Mason raised his eyebrows silent interrogation.
　This fact is explained by the fact that there is no base expansion of ａ double object con-
struction and the fact that there is no ｌｅχicalredundancy rule of the form:〔十Ｖ〕，〔十_
ＮＰ〕－〔＋_ＮＰ ＮＰ〕. The latter fact is ａ natural consequence of the former In short,
there exists only one slot in post-verbal position for NP to fillin a sentence with ａ non-dative
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verb. Herein lies the essence of our lexicalist explanation for the phenomena. Obviously,
in ａｌｅχicalredundancy rule of the form Ａ→B/C, where A, B and Ｃ consist of features,
no strict-subcategorization feature in Ｂ can fail to reflect any expansion possibility in the
base rules. by definition.
　　Our　approach　accounts for　the　relationship　of　sentences like CO一(20) to those like
(21)一(40) through semantic interpretation (and paralinguistic or other extralinguistic pro-
cessing). This approach also accounts for semantic relatedness of (130) to (131).
　(130)Ｊｏｈｎ expressed/registered his approval by　an inclination of the head.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　inclining his head.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　l
that gesture.　　　　　　　　｜
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　his mannerism.
　(131) John nodded his approval.
　Hiｓ Ｔｎａｎｎｅｒｉｓｍｍ (130) may refer to John's peculiar kind of nod. Under ａ transformational
analysis for gesture construction we cannot relate forms like some versions of (130) to forms
like (131) unless we multiply ?一加じ transformations.
　3. 2. A few remarks on theoretical implications of this study are in order. Our attempt
at refutation of ａ transformational approach to the gesture construction, if it is successful,
leads to.denial of transformational derivation of ａ　certain type of simpleχ sentence from ａ
two-sentence source.
　Ideally, this denial should be ａ consequence of ａ more general constraint on transformations.
The main feature of the‘Gesture Transformation' is to collapse ａ two-sentence underlying
structure into ａ simplex structure, thereby eliminating the embedded i>-y-clause. This defor-
mation　is a　very　drastic　one in　the sense that an entire clause not only disappears but
leaves no trace of itself behind. The main verb in the putative derived structure does come
from the embedded clause, but it replaces the putative underlying main verb. There is no
syntactic evidence to indicate that this replacement has taken place in the derivation of ａ
sentence like (131).
　In other words, this transformation is unique in that the subordinate iy-clause in underlying
structure is posited only for the purpose of providing the surface main verb. The inadequacy
of the transformation lies in this excessive power, which eliminates all　traces of ａ single
clause. We propose that all transformations of this nature should be banned. This ban will
disallow Performative Analysis, Predicate Lifting, Quantifier Lowering, S-Deletion, etc.
　This line of thinking will ban a transformational analysis for the semantic relatedness of
the members of each pair in (132)-(135).
　(132)(ａ)Ｔｏｍ kicked ａ goal.
　　　　(b)Ｔｏｍ scored a goal by kicking.
　(133)(a) The crowd roared itself hoarse.
　　　　(b)Ｔｈｅ crowd made itself hoarse by roaring.
　(134)(ａ)Ｔｏｍ kicked the door open.
　　　　(b)Ｔｏｍ caused the door to come to be open by kicking it.
　(135)(a) John groped his way.
　　　　(b) John made his way by groping.
　These constructions call for ａ separate study.
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　1. The verb dance is an ｅχception, not being a verb of‘paralinguistic' behavior as
defined here. Ａ ‘dependent' gesture may be illustrated by the･American orator's hammering
of the fist of one hand on　the palm of the other. Unless ･this gesture accomanies speech,
it does not communicate anything. Further the kind of gestures t０ be treated are　'symbolic゛，
gestures in the terminology of Wundt (1973: 88).
　2. Indeed, the verb dance is unique among this group of verbs in the sense that it refers
to a highly developed means of artistic expression. Dancing can express a variety of things
depending upon its tradition. But at least some of the other verbs of this group can mean
different things　to members of different communities. Ａ Japanese nod represents a signal
of the hearer's undivided attention as well as his agreement, while an Anglo-American nod
means the latter only. The celebrated‘enigmatic'　smile of ａ Japanese shows that a smile
is culturally determined. The same is true of laughter.
　3. The verb ｒＥがster is　'formal' and appropriate on ａ formal occasion like ａ vote. The
sentence (21) with ｒＥがster is　therefore out of　place in　an informal situation where the
senence (1) can be used. The alternative verb aZ)ΓＥss･is more neutral. The consideration
of the exact semantics may require postulation of an abstract verb like REGISTER as the
underlying main verb of sentences like (l)-(20). This･･change does not affect our argument.
　4. The (b) versions without deleting by will be as follows:
　(45)(b')？Miss Matty nodded agreement by her head.
　C46)(bO？Miss Matty bowed acquiescence りy her head.
　(47)(bりJohn shook disbelief by his head.
　(48)(b') *Mason raised silent interrogation by his eybrows.
　The fact that (45)(bりand (46)(b') are better than (47)(b') and (48)(bり　is attributable
to the optionality of deleting りne's head from ｎｏｄ one's ｈｅａｄand ｂｏｔむｏｎｅ'ｓｈｅａｄversus the
impossibility of deleting　one's head oｒ　ｏｎｅ'ｓｅｙebｒｏｗｓ{ｒｏｍ　shafee　ｏｎｅ’sｈｅａｄor ｒaiise one's
ｅｙebｒｏｖtｉｉ.
　5. There is ａ non-gesture　verb　which　is　semantically　somewhat similar to, and syn-
tactically behaves like, ｗａりe. Observe the following｡｀
　(a) She ｈａｄｅgood-by/farewell/welcome/good night to him.
　(b) She bade him good-by/farewell/welcome/good nleht.
　The same derivation will account for (ａ)ａｎｄ(b).
　6. Consider the following.
　(ａ)(i)Ｈｅ struck him.
　　　(ii) He struck ａ heavy blow.
　　　(iii) He struck him ａ heavy blow.
　　　(iv) *He struck ａ heavy blow to him.
　(b)(i)ｌ envy you.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　二
　　　(ii) I envy your money.　　　　　　　　l　　　　　　　゛･
　　　(iii) I envy you your money.
　　　Ciｖ)＊ｌ envy your money to you.
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　(c)(i) I can forgive him.
　　　（ii）ｌ can forgive anything and everything.
　　　(iii) I can forgive him anything and everything.
　　　（iｖ）＊ｌ can forgive anything and everything to him.
　Thus the above data require ａ similar treatment of ｓtｒｉｋｅ，ｒｗｙ，ａｎｄyθΓがｗ in their lexical
entries.
　7 We subscribe to the lexical hypothesis as the explanation of these compound derived
nominsls. Here we assume ａ lexical redundancy　rule　which　says　in　effect　that　ａ　verb
which takes an object has　ａ compound noun associated with it such that the first element
is the singular head noun of　the object NP　of　the verb and the second its deverbal noun
with 一ｉｎｇ.This analysis explains why the following forms are ungrammatical.
　(a) Plural nouns as the first element
　＊ｉｉｃｄｄｓ-ｓhaking；　*men-killinB;　＊ａｉｏｍ.% smashing;　etc.
　（b）ＮＰ as the first element
　＊ａ-hooli-writing:　＊ａｎ-intｅｒｅ%tin　ｇ-boofe-ｘｕｒit乱ｇ°;　ｅtＣ.
　（ｃ）Ａ double, object　as　the first element : the reason is that there is no base expanison
　　possibility generating a double object.
　゛Ｊｏｈｎ-ｃａｒ-buying (cf. I bought Ｊｏｈｎａ ｃａｒ）
　(d) Tense in the second element
　*book-wroting (cf. I wrote ａ ｂｏｏｋ）
　(e) Passive in the second element
　*book-6e-written-ing (cf. The book ｔむαs written by John）
　（Ｏ　Modal Auxiliary in the second element
　*bus-ca≪-driving (cf. He can drive ａ ｂＵＳ）
　Ａ transformational analysis (cf. Lees (1966: 152)) will require otherwise unmotivated par-
ticular rule orderings to account for (c) (viz this rule or set of rules before Dative Move-
ment) and (e) (viz。this　rule or　set of rules before Passive) as well as other restrictions
on the rule(s).
　Further ａ compound of this type is semantically abstract in the sense that it describes an
abstract notion ｏｆ‘(art of) doing something, abstracted away from particular temporally and
spatially bound events.'　Thus, the rule under consideration will not preserve some of the
basic grammatical meaning　of　ａ　ｐμtative source sentence, such as number, definitenss,
tense, passivity, modality, etc. The above facts　argue against ａ transformational analysis
of these compounds. For generation of these compounds see Footnote 13.
　8. This　acceptability　judgement　seems　to be　due　to the fact that the compound noun
ｈｅａｄ-ｓhaking takes a single object, i.e. di゜sbeliが.
　9 Ross derives these　nominalizations from the structures　underlying sentences like （1）
－（20）bｙ ａ transformational rule. We disagree here.
　10. This sentence may be less acceptable than the other three in (84) in ａ culture where
bowing is not customary, but it is nonetheless grammatical. The same can be said about
（9）.
　11. See Footnote　9. The　label‘transformational' here refers　to　the transformational
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derivation of ａ nominalization like　heｒ ｓｍｉｌｅｏｆtｈａｎｋｓ?ｒｏｍ　its sentential source as well as
the transformational　derivation　of ａ sentence of gesture　construction from its two-sentence
source.　We disregard the question of how to generate the cognate object construction
here, since it does not affect our argument｡
　12. This　sentence　is grammatical on an irrelevant reading that tむheｒｅoriginates in the
main clause｡
　13.　For generation of ａ‘nominalization' like :ｙｏｕｒｄｅａｒ９１ｄｎｏｄ（!f　ａｆｆｉｒｍａtｉｏｎall we have
　to do is generalize the redundancy rule to cover the case of derived nominals, as follows :
(128')|にZﾖﾄ〔十-〕;〔Ｐ３｢alinguistic : Gesture｡ (｢1｣〕Ｔ…(the S3°e as in (128)). The
semantico-syntactic properties　shared　by ａ verb　like ｎｏｄ and its nominal counterpart nod
will be taken care of　in　the lexicon. The insertion of of between ｎｏｄ and ａがiｒｍａtｉｏｎｉｎ
the above example is due to ａ late transformation｡
　Ａ form like　ａ ｈｅａｄ一ｓhaking of di％belief　＼ends itself to a 19χicalist approach. A nominal
compound like head一ｓｈａｋｉｎｇcannot be most plausibly derived from its putative source ｓｈａｆｅｅ
ｏｎｅ’ｓｈｅａｄthrough a transformation, as we have argued in Footnote 7. We claim that ａ
form like ａ ｈｅａｄ一ｓｈａｆｅｉｎｇｏｆｄｉｓbelief＼ｓ鴇 be generated in the base. The ｌｅχical entry for
the verbｓhafee(Ｖ)and its nominal counterpart shake/shaking (N) includes the information
that　％hake/ｓｈａｋｉｎｇｏｎｅ'ｓｈｅａｄｉｓａ paralinguistic activity of the･ gesti!re type (〔Paralinguistic:
Gesture (x)〕).　Ａ compound like head-ｓhaking derives through a lexical redundancy rule:
〔十一〔NP DET Ｎ〕〕一〔十Ｎ-〕/〔苓Ｎ〕･　　This newly deri゛ed　compoundhead-ｉｈａｋｉｎｅ
retains the feature of 〔Paralinguistic:　Gesture (x)〕, and undergoes (120')> resulting in a
form like　ａ　ｈｅａｄ一ｓｈａｋｉｎｇｏｆｄｉｓbelief.
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